Dining that is more inspiring,
accessible and dignified for all.
As a leading provider of integrated tabletop solutions in hospitality and foodservice
environments, Libbey® brings a new perspective to the dining dynamic across
a variety of healthcare settings – helping you serve an elevated experience for all.

We provide insights-driven solutions tailored to your community’s needs
• Full-spectrum tableware selection offers mix-and-match versatility,
distinctive looks and flexibility for any budget
• Hospitality-caliber designs support restaurant-like experiences
• Thoughtfully chosen options meet residents’ physical, dietary and emotional needs
• Our passionate specialists, and 200 years of leadership, help you stand apart
as your region’s preferred choice

One source for every vision.
Libbey® Intuitive™ Diningware features specially selected
options from our broad tableware portfolio to meet the
unique needs of healthcare environments – creating more
inspiring, accessible and dignified dining experiences.

Inspiring Brands:
The Libbey® Professional Tabletop Collection

Artistry Collection™

A diverse family of Libbey brands provide versatile

Libbey also distributes a thoughtfully curated portfolio of premium

options designed to enliven any dining experience.

brands that helps you achieve exceptional elegance, featuring

Inspired by the major trends, both modern and timeless,

refined designs, unique materials and playful accessories.

that shape today’s culinary and beverage landscape.

Expansive, innovative and inspiring range of glassware

Award-winning dinnerware providing exceptional creativity

and premium plastic drinkware for every occasion,

and durability, enhanced with discrete functional aids in

drawing on 200 years of leading the industry, with

shape and color that make dining easier for people with

specialized options for easier handling. Featuring its

reduced vision, mobility and motor skills.1

newest premium collection, Master’s Reserve®.

Premium glassware with unparalleled clarity and sparkle.2
Timeless design in dinnerware and serveware that
blend distinctive style with proven performance.
Including innovative Constellation™ dinnerware with
Fine Bavarian glassware that brings luxury and brilliance to

Microban® antimicrobial technology.

modern-day life.2

Learn more at foodservice.libbey.com

Diverse and vibrant selection of on-trend dinnerware,
flatware and holloware. Featuring our finest flatware,
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Master’s Gauge™ 18/10; attractive, everyday
Brandware™ that redefines value; and durable
outdoor options.
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Exclusive distributor in the United States, Canada and their territories.
Exclusive distributor in the United States and their territories.

